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My very first thoughts when I first listened to this album were wow, this is so
uplifting, I had only hit on the opening track Flutes Rising and I was totally
hooked in line and sinker, the guitar here was breathtakingly sparkling as well
as the flutes.
By the time I had arrived at the piece Heart Dance, I soon realised that what I
was listening to, was something truly special. Flute Dance the album is so
sprightly and light, it is an absolute pleasure to listen to.
It’s a blissful experience to listen to music like this from artists who have
extremely similar ideas to our own mantra of, bringing the world together
through music, and if you listen to the energy raising Healing Circle you may
understand more, the use of flute and hand drum here is brilliant, you can feel
the healing flow in abundance from the composition.
There is a mournful repose, but one so beautiful, to be found on Earth
Harmony literally every hair on my body stood to attention. Then the soothing
winds on the piece Gentlewolf will take you on a running with the pack
moment, while the amazing title track Flute Dance has such a melodic sense of
purpose it was hard not to be deeply moved by its tones and performances
within.
This is a 12 track release, packed full of stunning compositions, excellent Native
flute performances, born from the fires of love and respect and offered to us,
with a true openness of heart. Jan Michael Looking Wolf and Robin

Gentlewolf have probably created the most empowering album of the year
with Flute Dance, and one that I am more than happy to honour by saying
those magical five words, this album is thoroughly recommended.

